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As enterprises increasingly rely on IT to succeed, 
effective IT risk management has become an 
essential component of IT governance.1 In 
conjunction with this, there are various studies to 
address risk through the software development 
life cycle,2 while others are interested in risk in 
the production environment.3 There are also 
studies to calculate risk as a whole4 and others to 
address specific parts of risk components, such 
as a study to estimate the likelihood driven by the 
attack-tree approach.5 

However, no study has explicitly enhanced the 
current risk formula (Risk = Likelihood × Impact) 
to embrace the IT natures and characteristics, 
such as the IT software architectural aspects  
(i.e., complexity), various security requirements 
(i.e., confidentiality, integrity and availability)  
and availability of solutions to respond to risk. 
Hence, the Common Vulnerability Scoring 
System 2.0 (CVSS) is used here to provide an 
enhanced risk formula.6 

LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT RISK FORMULA
First, the current risk formula offers no clear 
distinction in the usage of criticality and risk 
rating. The differences between criticality and 
risk rating are as follows:
• Risk is the combination of the probability of an 

event and its consequence. In general, this can 
be explained as:  Risk = Likelihood × Impact.7 
In particular, IT risk is the business risk 
associated with the use, ownership, operation, 
involvement, influence and adoption of IT 
within an enterprise.8

• Criticality analysis is an analysis to evaluate 
resources or business functions to identify 
their importance to the enterprise.9 This can be 
explained as:  Criticality = Probability × Severity.10

Probability is a statistical way of measuring 
likelihood (Probability = Likelihood). However, 
severity is not necessarily equal to impact 
(Severity ≠ Impact). Additionally, criticality as 
used here relates to vulnerabilities, while risk 
relates to threats. Hence, criticality and risk 

rating do not have the same definitions. For 
instance, once a buffer overflow attack succeeds, 
an attacker can take the administrator’s privilege, 
depending on the configurations, which, in 
itself, can be considered a severe vulnerability 
(criticality), while the potential impact can be 
considered the next step (risk). 

Second, neither IT characteristics nor software 
architectural aspects (i.e., the number of times an 
attacker must authenticate to exploit the issues) 
are explicitly embedded (subjective). 

Third, confidentiality, integrity and availability 
are not explicitly embedded (subjective). 

Fourth, software security vulnerabilities often 
require technical solutions (i.e., implementation of 
some tools to address the vulnerabilities), which 
may not always be available. However, the degree 
of availability of the solutions is not considered. 

Last, the current risk formula may not be 
effective to evaluate the risk for any software not 
in the production environment yet, as no direct 
impact is expected while criticality still can be 
estimated based on the nature of the vulnerabilities. 
There are several studies to address this particular 
limitation from various aspects, such as a source-
code-based software risk assessing model.11 
However, as in other studies, the current risk 
formula in itself is not challenged.

SOLUTION—ENHANCED RISK FORMULA
An enhanced risk formula, Risk = Criticality 
(Likelihood × Vulnerability Scores [CVSS])  
× Impact, is proposed to derive more effective 
and accurate criticality as well as a risk rating 
for software security vulnerabilities. There are 
similar studies already published;12 however,  
they did not address software security 
vulnerabilities.

COVERAGE OF SOLUTION
The enhanced risk formula is limited to software 
security vulnerabilities. Other vulnerable factors, 
such as lack of IT general controls (i.e., IT 
capacity management), are not considered. 
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There are studies to derive risk from the architectural 
perspective;13 however, the architectural perspective is not 
further studied for the following reasons:
• The intrinsic characteristics of vulnerabilities that are 

constant over time and user environments (i.e., access 
complexity) are already included in CVSS.

• The architectural aspects are not always related to 
confidentiality and/or integrity. For instance, once data in 
a database system are stolen, the issue relies mainly on the 
confidentiality of the data regardless of its architecture.

The current approaches to estimate likelihood and impact 
are not challenged for the following reasons:
• The objective of this article is to provide an enhanced risk 

formula, not to challenge the current ways to estimate 
likelihood and impact individually.

• These are dependent on individuals and enterprises (i.e., 
impact is largely based on the business products).

PROOF OF CONCEPT
The first step is calculating criticality by the criticality 
formula:  criticality = probability × severity. There are many 
studies that use various theories to quantify probability. For 
instance, the attack tree is used to calculate the likelihood14 
and the likelihood from the attack tree is also explained 
with the fuzzy techniques.15 In addition, there are many 
sources available for an overview of the issues, such as the 
National Vulnerability Database (NVD)16 and the Computer 
Emergency Response Team (CERT) Coordination Center.17 

For the severity of a vulnerability, CVSS is a unique and 
well-recognized standard to calculate vulnerability scores, 
which indicate the severity of the vulnerabilities (= severity). 
CVSS is considered an emerging industrial standard.18 The 
benefits from CVSS are: 
• CVSS does not belong to any specific software products  

or vendors.
• CVSS reflects the IT software architectural aspects (i.e., the 

complexity of the attack).
• CVSS covers the security requirements (i.e., confidentiality, 

integrity and availability).
• CVSS includes the remediation level of the issues.
• CVSS makes the distinction between the proportion of 

vulnerable systems and the importance of the affected IT asset.

The likelihood driven by the attack-tree approach and 
CVSS demonstrate how to derive more efficient and accurate 
criticality of software security vulnerabilities. Using CVSS 
is essential as some of the limitations mentioned earlier are 
addressed by the CVSS calculation logic, while the ways to 
determine likelihood vary.

The second step is calculating risk by the enhanced risk 
formula, Risk = Criticality (Likelihood × Vulnerability  
Scoring [CVSS]) × Impact, to explain how impact can be 
integrated with the criticality from the first step to calculate 
the risk rating.

CRITICALITY CALCULATION WITH CVSS
To demonstrate the likelihood using the attack-tree approach, a 
scenario called insecure web servers is created in the production 
banking environment. The vulnerabilities and their likelihood 
explained in the attack tree are Address Resolution Protocol 
(ARP) Poisoning (Likelihood 0.02), MySQL Encoding Flaw 
(Likelihood 0.09) and Internet Information Server (IIS) 
Privilege Escalation to Root (Likelihood 0.63). The following 
conditions are added to calculate the CVSS scores:  
• Technical conditions:

1. Web servers should be available at all times (24/7).
2. Windows OS and IIS are installed.
3.  A firewall/intrusion detection system (IDS) is installed in 

the demilitarized zone (DMZ). No internal threat  
is considered.

4.  Antivirus software is installed for all the servers.
• Industrial conditions:

5.  The scenario is based on the production banking 
environment, so the security requirements are  
high in general. 

As the consequence of the previous conditions, the CVSS 
scores are calculated (figure 1).

CRITICALITY DISPOSITIONS
Commonly used ratings, such as high, high/medium, medium, 
medium/low and low are used here. The likelihood and CVSS 
scores are simplified and equally divided for demonstration 
purposes. The issues are plotted according to the likelihood 
and CVSS scores in figure 2. The different business natures 
and characteristics of individuals or enterprises in real-life 
cases are explained as well. 
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Figure 1—CVSS Score Calculations

 
CVSS Calculation
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The criticality for ARP Poisoning is rated as high/medium, 
and MySQL Encoding Flaw and IIS Privilege Escalation to 
Root are rated as high. These can be used to calculate the risk 
ratings for the next step. 

However, as the table is equally divided, various business 
natures and industrial characteristics are not reflected. 
For instance, the banking and airline businesses are often 
governed by more strict regulatory requirements in general. 
Hence, the range of the high criticality area can be intensely 
increased and all three issues can be rated as high. 

On the other hand, businesses selling nonsensitive 
products, such as accessories in an offline market, may have 
fewer security requirements in comparison with the banking 
and airline industries. In this case, the range of the  
high-criticality area can be greatly decreased. As a 
consequence, all three issues can be rated as medium or even 
lower, although there is no change in the likelihood and CVSS 
scores at all. These are illustrated in figure 3.

As shown, the method in the first step to derive more 
effective and accurate criticality can be used regardless of 
the different natures and characteristics of individuals or 
enterprises. That is, the terms to define the ranges can be 
adjusted according to their business and industry natures 
without making any changes on the criticality formula, 
Criticality = Probability × Severity. 

The figures shown here have been simplified to illustrate 
the concept, but practically, these need to be carefully  
fine-tuned to properly reflect the risk appetite and tolerance  
of enterprises.19 

RISK DISPOSITIONS WITH ENHANCED RISK 
FORMULA
In the second step, the criticality from 
the first step should be combined with 
impact:  Risk = Criticality (Likelihood ×  
CVSS score) × Impact. As mentioned 
previously, how best to estimate the 
impact is not studied in this article; 
instead, the volume of midsized 
businesses is used for demonstration 
purposes.20 The same rating terms as the 
criticality dispositions are used as well. 

Similar to the first step, the criticality 
and the impact are equally divided 
in figure 4. The criticality ratings are 

Figure 2—Likelihood and CVSS Scores
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plotted according to the first step, while the amount of the 
impact is increased incrementally to be more practical and is 
randomly chosen for demonstration purposes. The different 
business natures and characteristics of individuals or enterprises 
in real-life cases are also explained.

The risk rating for ARP Poisoning is rated as high/medium, and 
MySQL Encoding Flaw and IIS Privilege Escalation to Root are 
rated as high. These can be considered the final results. 

However, similar to the criticality dispositions, figure 4 is 
equally divided and various business natures and industrial 
characteristics are not reflected. For instance, impact, about  
€50 million, can be perceived as high risk for small-scale 
businesses, while the same amount of impact can be perceived 
as medium or even low risk by large-scale businesses. These are 
illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 4—Criticality and Impact

 

Figure 3—Criticality Interpretations
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This shows that the method in the second step to derive a 
more effective and accurate risk rating can be used regardless 
of the different natures and characteristics of individuals or 
enterprises without making any changes to the enhanced risk 
formula, Risk = Criticality (Likelihood × CVSS score) × Impact. 

Like the criticality figures earlier, these are also simplified 
to illustrate the concept. Hence, the figures need to be fine-
tuned to properly reflect real-life cases. 

CONCLUSION
More effective and accurate criticality for software security 
vulnerabilities is demonstrated by using CVSS. The enhanced 
risk formula, Risk = Criticality (Likelihood × Vulnerability 
Scoring [CVSS]) × Impact, is demonstrated to result in more 
effective and accurate risk ratings, which are derived from the 
three dimensions (likelihood, vulnerability scores and impact). 

All things considered, the enhanced risk formula can 
partially or completely replace the current empirical 

judgments around IT security management, IT risk 
management and IT audit activities. In addition, it can also 
address the following:
• Criticality and risk ratings for software security 

vulnerabilities can be calculated separately, but the 
relationship is explained. 

• Both IT characteristics and software architectural aspects 
are more clearly included.

• The method to estimate both criticality and risk rating 
is consistent and repeatable; all key factors are explicitly 
embedded into the enhanced formula.

• The enhanced risk formula still contains a certain level 
of subjectivity. However, as the predefined categories are 
already given in the CVSS calculation, this formula is  
more objective.

• The availability of the solution to address software security 
vulnerabilities is considered. 

Figure 5—Risk Interpretations
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• This helps to estimate the criticality of software security 
vulnerabilities in the development environment as the 
criticality is assessed before potential impact is calculated.
The current CVSS metrics do not explicitly address the 

security configuration settings. However, there are studies 
underway to make the CVSS scoring even more accurate, 
flexible and representative of risk by the organization 
itself (Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams 
[FIRST]21). Besides, the adjusted metrics for the insecure 
software configurations are partially provided by various 
studies already. For instance, the CVSS metric definitions 
are expanded to include settings that prevented/authorized 
actions and permit multiple scores per configuration issue to 
reflect the possible combinations of desired and actual settings 
without making any changes to the CVSS calculation login 
itself.22 This may offer wider coverage of the enhanced risk 
formula going forward. 
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